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TIGHT LINEAR BOUNDS ON THE DISTANCE BETWEEN A
SPLINE AND ITS B-SPLINE CONTROL POLYGON
DAVID LUTTERKORT- AND JORG PETERS!
Abstract. Fo~ any nondeueasing knot sequence, we show how to tighUy bound lhe disLance
between a spline and its B-spline control polygon. The hound is piecewise linear, and is compmed
in lerms of second dilfe~enccs of the cont~ol points and an explicitly computable, in practice small,
multiplie~. The bound is taken on fo~ a family ofspline:l of the given deg~ee. The bound is particula~ly
simple for uniform splines and splines in Bernsteill-B~7.ie~form. In lhese cascs lhe boulid decreases by
a faclor of '1 for each uniform subdivision step. The bound call be easily and efficiently implemented
due lO ilS explicit and constructive natu~e.
1. Introduction & IIlain results. D-splines arc routinely used as approximat-
ing functions and as a representation of geometry for numerical calculations. A central
feature that allows reasoning about these nonlinear piecewise polynomials is the fact
that the spline is closely outlined by the control polygon, a broken line connecting the
control points. The efficiency of many applications, for examplc rendering or inter-
section testing, hinges on an a priori estimate of the maximal distance of the spline
from its control polygon. However, apart from the convex hull, no tight quantitive
estimates exist to date.
FIG. 1. A quadralic spline ove.. the ImIJI sequence (0,0,0, 1,3,4.,7,8,8,8) wilh control points
(0,2,4.,2,0,2,3). The spline is shIJwn in black. 'Pile cnvc!IJpe acrIJrding IIJ Corollary 3.2 is s/lQwn in
grey. The wnlrol palyglJn i.• covered by Ihe enve/ape.
This paper shows how to bound the maximal distance between a spline and its
D-spline control polygon in terms of second differences of the control points and
the maximum of one piecewise convex and nonnegative spline that depends only
on the knot sequence. The most expensive steps in computing the bounds, D-spline
evaluations, depend only on the knot sequence: computing bounds for different splines
over the same knot sequence only requires computing thc second differences for each
spline, but only one set of B-spline evaluations.
The bounds are pieccwise linear with breaks at the control points. They are sharp
for quadratic splines in the sense that the bound is taken on at every control point
(see Figures 1 and 6). For spline spaces of higher degrees the bound is sharp Cor all
splines in a three-dimensional subspace spanned by the linear polynomials and one
additional, explicitly computable, spline. This spline has in gencral the same degree
as the spline space, but is quadratic for uniform splines and splines in Bernstein form.
·Depa~tment of Complller Science, Purdue University, \Vest Lafayette, IN 47907-1398
(luttedlcs. purdue .edu).
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6120 (jorgGcise.ufl.edu).
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FIG. 2. A cubic spline over the knot sequence (0,0,0,0, 1,2,4,4,4,4) with control points
(0, 1,3,0,3,2). The splinc lind its control polygon are shown in block. Tile Crlvc/t1pC ac.cording
10 Corollary 3.2 is ShOW'1 in grey.
The difference between a uniform spline p of degree d and its control polygon is
bounded by (d + 1)/24 times the absolutely largest second difference of the control
points of p. The bound decreases by a factor of 4 under nniform refinement. This
makes it simple to predict the number of uniform refinements that are necessary to
bring spline and control polygon within a given distance from each other.
2. Notation. A piecewise polynomial p of degree d is in B-Spline form if
p(tl = L b,Nt(t)
kEZ
where the control points bk are real numbers and the B-Spline basis functions Nt are
defined via a well-known recursion from a nondecreasing sequence of real numbers,
the knots tk [1]. We may assume that p is at least continuous since otherwise we
can treat p as two seperate splines. This implies that any knot can appear with
multiplicity at most d, except for the first and last which can have multiplicity d + l.
Therefore the Greville abscissae tk•
are distiuct. We denote the line segment from (tk,ad to (tk+l,U2) by
tk+1 - t t - tk£.dtlul,u2)==al. • +U2 • •
tk+l - t k tk+1 - tk
and the linear interpolant of the function j at t k and tk+l as £.k (J) == £.d· I
j(tk), jCtk+l)). The control polygon f(P) of p is the piecewise linear interpolant to
control points (tk•bk). That is, over the interval [tk,tk+l ] the k-th piece fk(P) of the
control polygon f(P) is given by
We abbreviate f(p) to f if the spline p is understood from the context.
The weighted second differences of b are defined as
where
, "b~;_-_b~;~_~,b· ~,
I t; - t;_l
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are the B-spline control points of p'.
Only finitely many B-spline basis functions have support on some part of [tl.' tl.+1l.
Let !f and k be the index of the first and the last B-spline basis function that are
nonzero on some part of [tl. , t l.+1]. There will be more than d+ 1 such basis functions if
[tl.,tl.+tl contains one or more knots in its interior. Since tl. ::; tk+d":::: tk+,l+l ..:::: tl.+l>
!f and k are related to k by
If..::::k<k.
The inherent contribution of a particular B-spline basis Nt to the distance be-
tween a spline and its control polygon over the interval [tl.' t l.+11 is captured by the




We associate a set I(t) with each t. Section 5 explains how these sets are to be
computed in practice. For the moment, the following definition suffices:
I(t) ~ {i I t E It"~ t,+,] and fi,,(t) > O}. (2.2)
We will sec in Section 5 that II(t) I = d - 1. Lemma 3.1 will show that only the A2 bj
with i E I(t) influence the difference between p and eat t. We denote the maximum
in absolute value of all such second differences by M(t),
M(t) ~ max { Il>,bd liE I(t)}. (2.3)
For any logical statement P, the symbol [PJ is 1 if P is true and 0 if P is false.
FIG. 3. A quintic spline. The knots lin: lit (0,1,3,7) lind the control points are
(0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0). The fir8t and last J,;not have multiplicity 6. The spline and its control poly-
gon an: shown in black. The envelope according to Corollary 3.2 is shown in grey.
3. Bounds for arbitrary B-splines. The key to deriving the bounds in this
paper is to factor the difference between a spline and its B-spline control polygon into
two parts: the second differences of the control polygon and a non-negative spline that
only depends on the knot sequence. The second part is piecewise convex and therefore
well suited for piecewise linear approximations. This observation is made precise in
the following Lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let t E [tl.,tl.+1J and (Jki as defined in (2.1). The differe1lce between
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The junctions (hi are non-negative and convex.
Proof We write p - f" over [tkl tk+1l as Li bi 0ki, whith
a,,(t) ~ N;d(t) - L,(t I Ii ~ k], Ii ~ k + 1]).
Only the Ok, with k::; i:::; k have support on [t:;;, tk+1].
We define the function~ Pki as
fJ,,(t) ~ L(t: - tj)a,;(t).
i=k
The partition of unity Ei N id ::: 1 implies that Li Ct"ki = O. The linear precision of
B-Splines, Li ti N;d ::: t implies
I>iO:ki ::: t - t;;£dt [I,D) - tk+1Lk(t I0,1)::: t - Ldt I ti. tk+,) ::: O.
;
This means that I::f=k{ti - tj)akj ::: 0 for any i and hence that Ilk; ::: f3ki.
The fJk' are second anti-diffcnmccs of the D:k' in the sense that O'.ki = D.2f3ki. We
have
(3' _::: {3",;+1 - Ph
" t" _to;+1 i
and therefore






6.ZfJki::: f1~,i+l - f3L::: LOki - LOki::: 0ki·
i=!. i=k
Summation by parts then proves:
k k r
p- ek = LbiCtki = Lbi6.'l/3ki = L6.2bi /3ki'
i=~ i=~ i=~
Dy (2.1), the B-spline coefficients of the 13ki are non-negative. The functions /3ki
themselves are therefore non-negative.
The convexity of the /3ki over [ti, ti+11 follows from the convexity of their D-spline
control polygons: for i > k, the part of the control polygon of /3ki that influences
/3h over (ti, ti+ll is the same as the control polygon of max{t - ti, O} and therefore
monotonically increasing and convex. For i ::; k, the part of the control polygon of /3k'
that influences /3ki over [ti, ti+ll is the same as the control polygon of ma.",{ti - t, O}
and therefore monotonically decreasing and convex. 0
The characterization of p - e from Lemma 3.1 gives us a first piecewise linear
bound on p - e:
COROI,LARY 3.2. Over the intenJal [tZ,tk+1 ], the difference between the spline p
and its control polygon e is bounded by
(3.5)
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where l1;-bj = max{6.2bi,O} and 6."2b; = min{6.2bi ,O}.
Proof. We have from Lemma 3.1
k k k
P - f. = L, 6.2bi Ihi = L, 6.;-bi .Bki +L, 6."2 bi .Bki.
i=k ;=k i=k
5
The positivity of the fJki implies that the first sum on the right-hand side is positive
and the second is negative and that therefore
I I
L, l1"2bi.Bki $ p - f. ~ L, 6.;- bi fJki.
i=k i=k
Since the fJki are convex over [tZ, tZ+ 1], they can be bowldedlinearly to yield (3.5). 0
o 8
FIG. 4. The Junction z for quadrutic B-splines aver Ihe knot sequence (0,0,0,1,3,4,7,8,8,8).
The grey lines JudiClltc U.e position of Ihe Grcville abscissllC. Knots an: shomn as ticks on the ;r;-axis.
The values oj z runge from 0 10 0.38
The bound given in Corollary 3.2 requires the evaluation of d - 1 B-splines .Bki
at each Greville abscissa tZ (see Section 5 for an explanation why II(t)[ = d - 1).
We can reduce the computational cost to just one D-spline evaluation per Greville
abscissa by subsuming the values of the fJki into one spline which we call z.
We usc an amdliary spline (, defined below as a B-spline over the knot sequence
(tk), to define z as
z=(-f«().
We define ( as
m
where (j = jt; + L, ti .
i=j
(3.6)
The integer TTl is the k for the last interval [tZ, tZ+d for which bounds are to be
computed. IT the knot sequence (tlJ is finite, m is the index of the lust Greville
abscissa. If the knot sequence is infinite, we need to restrict ourselves to only finitely
many intervals [tZ, tZ+tl of interest.
The function ( is convex since (" is positive:
(3.7)
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This implies that z is non-negative and continuous.
The next theorem connects ( to the bound proven in Corollary 3.2. Corollary 3.4
gives a bound that can be computed by only one B-spline evaluation per Grcvillc
ashcissa.
a 2 4
FIG. 5. The Junction z jor cubic B-splines oller the kno! seque'lcc (0,0,0,0,1,2, <I, 4, 4, 4). The
grey lilies Indicate the poSit,O" of the Grellifle abscissae. Knots are shown as ticks Oil tile x-aris.
The lIolues of z mnge from 0 to 0.26
THEOREM 3.3. The difference between the spline p and its B-spline control poly-
gon l(P) oucr tlie internal [ti, tk+ll is bounded by
Ip - 1(P)1 oS M I, - f(OI ~ M z.
M is defined in (2.3).
Proof Using Lemma 3.1, we have
,
Ip -I,(P)I ~ L tJ.,b, P" oS M
'=Ii-
Ii k
LP" ~ M LP".
i=k j=k
The theorem follows if we can show that Ei f3ki = z. Let m ? k be the same
integer as in the definition of (j in equation (3.6). Then
k m m m
LP" = L L('; - ';)a" ~ L L(t; - t;)a"
i=k i=kj=k j=k i=j
~ ~ [~t;-(m-i+l)t;] a" =~ [it; + ~t;] a" (3.8)
"'
m
= L>:jD:kj = L(jN!-£kCI (k,(k+l) =z. 0
j=k j=k
COROLLARY 3.4. The difference between p and its control polygon e over the
internal [t l. , tl.+tl is bounded by
Ip - II oS £, ("~z).
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FIG. 6. A quadratic spline Oller the knot sequence (0,0,0, 1,3,1,7, a, 8, 8) with control poinf.s
(0,2,4,2,0,2,3). '1'he spline Gnd its control polygon are shown in hlack. '1'he envelope oa:onl'f1g to
Corollary 3.4 is shown in grey.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the convexity of the Ph, we have
k _
Ip - £1 ,; L I"",bd~" ,; L., (L;~, 1"",b,1 ~,,)
''=''li
The definition of M and equation (3.8) in the proof of Theorem 3.3 show that
FIG. 7. A cubic spline over the knot sequence (0,0,0,0,1,2,4,1,4,4) with control points
(0, 1,3,0,3,2). The spline and its control polygon are shown in black. The envelope according
to Corollary 3.4 is shown in grey.
4. Sharpness of the bounds. The bound from Corollary 3.2 is sharp in the
sense that the lower or the upper part of the bound equals p -I!. at some tZ whenever
6.2bi > 0 « 0) for all i E I(ti). Intuitively, this means that I!. has to have enough con-
ve.x (concave) corners around bk . This is, in particular, the case if p is any quadratic,
since I(t) only contains one element for a. quadratic.
The bound from Theorem 3.3 is also sharp for all quadratics: the proof contains
only one inequality,




which for a quadratic is an equality since the summation on the left hand side contains
only one non-zero summand.
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Flc. 8. A quintic spline. The knots are at (0,1,3,7) and the control points are
(0,1,2,0,0,1,1,0). The first and last kllot have multiplicity 6. 'l'he spline and its control poly-
gon are shown in black. The envelope according to Corollary 3.4 is shown in grey.
The above inequality is also an equality if all the second differences flzb j are equal
to one another, say tl2 b, = a. One example of a spline for which all second differences
are equal is (: we have by equation (3.7) that (j = j and therefore 6.2 (j = 1. In fact,
we can show that all splines with constant second differences are equal to ( except
for scalings and adding of straight lines.
LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a B-spline for which the weighted second differences of the
control points D.zb; are constant, ti2b; = a. Then the difference p - a ( is a stmlght
line.
Proof Since the second differences of the spline p - a ( are zero, we have
bj-a(j=bj_l-a(j_l'
This means that p - a ( is a spline with constunt first derivative, in other words a
straight line. 0
We can now characterize all the splines for which the bound of Theorem 3.3 taken
on at some point: they are multiples of ( offset by a straight line.
LEM1\'IA 4.2. Let p = L: bjN! be a spline, tj < U ::; tl+I and a = ti2 b, for
i = minI(u). Then p - a ( is a stmight lIne over [tl, tl+l] if and only if
Ip(u) - £(u)1 ~ az(u).
Proof If p - a( is a straight line, then .6.2 bj - a .6.2(j = 0 for all j E I(u), which
means that .6.zbj = utlz(j = u. Hence all second differences tizbj, j E I(u), are
identical and the bound from Theorem 3.3 is sharp at u.
Conversely, if Ip(u) - i(u)1 = az(u), we have that
II: tJ.,bj fikj(u)1 = M(u) I:fikj(U).
Since f3ki(U) > 0, all .6.zb; for i E I(u) arc equal and over all of [tl, tl+l ], P - a ( is a
straight line by Lemma 4.1. 0
THEOREi....' 4.3. For any knot interval [tl, tl+I], there IS a three-dimensIonal space,
spanned by the linear polynomials and (, for which the bound from Theorem 3.3 is
taken on.
Theorem 4.3 applies also to the bound of Corollary 3.4 for exactness of the bound
at the Greville abscissae.
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FIG. 9. For a given t E [t;, tk+ll, the 8ets I(t) = {i IIhi(t) > O} ',,"'C detennined by the
positions 0/ the displayed knots relative to one another.
5. Details for a practical implementation. To compute the bounds from
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 in practice, we have to compute M(tk) and z(t.D for finite
knot sequences (to, ... ,trn+d) and corresponding Greville abscissae tii,·· ., t~"
The (j can be computed from the iteration
(rn = (m+1)t;"
j+1(j = (j+1 - -d-(ti+d+1 - tj+l) for j =m -1 ... 0.
The value z(tk) is determined as the difference between the value of ( at t k and (".
The value z(tk) only depends on the knot sequence and not on the control points of
the spline.
While M(ti) depends on the control points bj ) the wlderlying index sets I(ti) do
not and need only be updated when the knot sequence is changed. To compute I(ti)
we need to determine when fJ"i(t) > O.
Let t E [tk,ti+tl and let tl < t S t/+I be the knots immediately to the left and
right of t (see Figure 9). Nf(t) can only be non-zero if i - d ::; j ::; i, which means
that
•
LU; - t;)Nj{t) = L it; - t;)Nj(t) i" k
j=!£ j=l-d
k I
L{t; - t;)Nj{t) ~ LU; - t;)NjU) i ~ k + 1.
j=i j='
Furthermore, fJ",I-d(t) = fJkl(t) = 0 since their B-spline coefficients vanish. We can
therefore compute the sets I(t) as
I(t) = { i I t E [ti, tk+tl and fJ"i(t) > 0 } = {i Ii - d < i < l forti < t S t/+1 } .
This also shows that I and hence M are piecewise constant over the knot sequence! (tkl.
An efficient implementation of the bounds of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 would store
the values tk , z(tj,), I(tk ) and the non-zero 13,,;(tk ) together with the knot sequence
and compute A1(ti) "on the fly". A sample implementation in MATLAB can be
obtained from <http://www . cs. purdue. edu/homes/lutterdc/b01Uld. html>.
6. A Bound for Uniform B-splines. A B-Spline is uniform if the knots arc
all equidistant. Without loss of generality, we therefore choose t" = k. The uniform
D-spline basis functions Nf arc shifts of one another and we define Nd = Nt so that
Nf(t) = Nd(t - j). The corresponding Greville abscissae are
1 k+d d+1
t; = d L i = k + -2-
;="+1
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and ( ha.'> the B-spline coefficients
.. d+l ~(. d+l) . d+l (j-m)(; ~J(J +-2-) + L..c H -2- ~ (m+l)(J + -2-) + 2 .
'=1
According to Equation (3.8), z = Ej (ia."j. For uniform B-splines this simplifies
to
" ~[ . d+l (j-m)]Z=~(jQ.kj=~ (m+l)(j+~2-)+ 2 akj
,,(j-m) ,,(j-k) ,
= L. 2 °kj = ~ 2 N j .
, ,
FIG. 10. A ullifann cubic splint'.. The kllols are ot (0, ... ,9) and the corltrol points lire
(0, I, 3, 0, 3, 2). The SplinE and its control polygon are shown ill black. The envelope llccording
to Corollary 6.1 is shown in grey.
z is a quadratic polynomial, regardless of the degree of p. We express it in
monomial form using the formulas in the appendix:
z(t) ~ "/2 - (k + d; 2), + ~(d + 2k)' + 2~ (24k + 13d + 10)
1 (' "" ("+"H)' d-2)= '2 t - (tk + t"+I)t + 2 +1 .
z attains its ma.ximum over [tk, t.i:+d at one of the endpoints of the interval since it
is a positive and convex function. Its values there are
( ") (") d + 1Z tk = Z tk+1 = 24"
This proves the following simplified version of Corollary 3.4:
COROT.l,ARY 6.1. Letp = Ej bjNf be a uniform. B-spline over the knot sequence
t" = k. Over the interual [tk,tk+l ], the difference between p and its control polygon e
is bounded by
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7. Uniform refinement. An important operation on D-Splines is the refine-
ment of the knot sequence or knot insertion. Knot insertion changes the representation
of the piecewise polynomial p over the original knot sequence to one over an enlarged
knot sequence.
For uniform B-Splines, we consider the refinement of the knot sequence tk = k
to the sequence tk = k/2, halving the distance between knots. We now have two
representations for p,
p(t) ~ I),N'(t - k) ~L b,N'(2t - k),
k k
where the new control points bk are given by
(7.9)
(7.10)
FIG. 11. The uniform cubic splille from Figun.:. fO "fter "ne slep of unif"rm refinement.
LEMMA 7.1. The second differences d2bi of the new control polygon are related
to the second differences .6.2bi of the old control polygon through
Proof We use the fact that the second differences 6,2bj and Ll2bi are related to the
second derimtive of p. "\Ve have to be careful to change from the backward second
differences ai' = ai - 2Ui_l + a,_2 to the centered second differences 6,2. They arc
related by ail = 6,2ai_l' This yields
pll(t) = L)~Nd-2(t - k) =Lb~Nd-2(2t - k)
k k
= L .6.2bk_1Nd-2(t - k) = L .6.2bk_lNd-3(2t - k).
k k
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Together with the refinement formulas (7.9) and (7.10) we get for even indices
f!!?l
"b" -d " (d - I) b"2i+2 ::: 2 L.J 2' i+l-j
j=O J
[d(21-1 d
6..2b2,+1 == 2-d L (;.1) D.zb'_j
i=D J
and for the odd indices
r~l
"" -d I: (d-I) "b,.+, = 2 b· .
I 2' + 1 '-j
j=O J
~ _drd/21-1 d-l 1/ _drdj21 d-l
tJ.2b2 i = 2 L (2' + 1) bi-(i+I) = 2 L (2' _1) !:12bi_j 0
;=0 J ;=1 1
COROLLARY 7.2.
ffir= 1.6.2 ;};[ = ~ ffir-"(]Ll2b,l.
Proof. This follows from Lj (d j l) = 2d- 1 and the symmetry of the binomial coeffi-
cients, which imply that
,,(d-l) ~,,(d-I) = 2d-'. 0~ 2J ~2J-l, ,
Corollary 7.2 does not imply that the bound decreases monotonically under uniform
refinement. It is possible that the values M(t) increase over some intervals [tk>tZ+ 11.
It does assure us though that the absolutely largest second difference dccrea!ies by a
factor of 4. This ensures that the bound from Corollary 6.1 converges to zero under
repeated uniform refinement.
7.1. Examples. For quadratic B-Splines, uniform refinement is called Chaikin's
algorithm and
This yields
" -,b2i = 2 (3b i _ 1 + bi ), " -,b2;+1 = 2 (b i _ 1 + 3b;).
" " 18.2~i = 8.2~i_l = 4"6.2 bi - 1 •
Since every second difference is guaranteed to decrease by a factor of four, the bound
from Corollary G.1 will indeed converge monotonically to zero in this case.
Similarly, for cubic B-Splines we have
• -3 --3b2 i =2 (b i_2 + Gbi _ l + bi), b2i+l =2 (4bj _ 1 + 4bj ).
und therefore
Because of the second equality, one large second difference "bleeds" into its neighbors
under refinement.
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8. A Bound for Bernstein Polynomials. The B-splines Nt of degree dover
the knot sequence (to, ... ,t2d ) with tj = [i > dJ arc called the Bernstein polynomials
E'} of degree d. An cxplicit bound for the Bernstein polynomials was already given
in [3, Theorem 3.1]; we give an alternate prove for tilis theorem, showing how it can
be derived from the more general exposition in this paper.





_ '" . _ ~ '" (j) _ ~ ('" (j)Bd _ k(2dt - k -I))
z - ~(Jak] - d~ 2 C1.kJ - d ~ 2] 2
, , ,





z(t,) ~ 2<P ' ( ") (k+I)(d-(k+I))z tk+1 = 2d2
at the endpoints of the interval [tZ, tk+1 ]. The maximal value z(t;) over all k is taken
on for k =Ld/2J. Since .6.2 bi =d(b j _ 1 - 2bi +bi+1 ) the main Theorem from [3) follows:
THEOREM 8.1 ((3, Theorem 3.1]). Let p = E1=o biBt be a polynomial of degree
d in Bcmstein-Bezier form. The distance between p and its control polygon e is
uniformly bounded by
where .6.2 b, = bi _ 1 - 2b j + bi+l.
This bound decrea.'iCs by a factor of 4 under subdivision at 1/2 [3, LQmma 6.1].
Appendix. Representing t 2 as a uniform B-Spline. In general, monomials
can be represented as B-Splines through1
Here, IId is the set of all permutations of the numbers {I, ... , d}.
IThis is a correded version of a formula given in [2J. 'rhe original rormula is missing the facLor
lId! on the right hand side.
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For uniform B-Splines and j :::: 2, this boils down to:
(~t2:::: ~L L (tk+I7(i) tk+';{2))Nf
k ".end
~ L: L: «k + u(1))(k + u(2)))Nt
" Uen4
1 (" ')~ 2"~ ;; {;,(k + p)(k + q) - ;;(k+ p)' Nt
'[", d ]= ,,~ 4(2k + d + 1)' - 6(Gk(k + d + 1) + 2d' + 3d + 1) Nt
= ~ " 2 (~) (3(d + 2k)' + 5d + 2 + 12k)Nt.
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